
You will need: 
 - Cutting mat or something to protect your table. 
 - PVA/Wood glue or superglue if you prefer. 
 - Small file or sand paper. 
 - Small blade / hobby knife 

 - Clear plenty of table space, you will need it. 
 - Parts should remove easily from the board by pressing through and 
popping them out. It’s a good idea to cut through the tiny joins first 
though, and some parts (particularly smaller, more detailed parts) may 
need more carful persuasion. 
 - Use file or sand paper to remove the small bur caused by the con-
nection to the frame.     
 - It’s a good idea to familiarise yourself with how the pieces fit to-
gether before gluing.  
 - Slot the parts together as shown by the pictures below, applying 
glue wherever there is a connection. (unless shown otherwise) 
 - Parts may be a very tight fit, slight trimming or sanding of parts 
may be needed for ease of assembly. 

RUNNERS WRECK NOSE 

This kit is huge.    
 

Start by gluing both parts of the base  
together with the joiners. 

 
Leave it somewhere flat to dry.   

Don’t glue it to the table! 
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These parts fit together  
And glue in three places 
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Goes right through 
here 



Green sits ON TOP 
Of yellow 
align here 

Keep all other 
slots lined up 

We plug them next 









Same x 2 



No tabs or joiners, line them up as you wish.   
It is a wreck after all 



x2 

These bits can go  
anywhere but work 

best here 



Make 2 of each 

If you leave out the chairs 
models can stand in the pilot 

area in game 



Green parts can go anywhere 

Base support supports for wreck angle 



All  Done ! 


